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ZEB ONE, NIER AND Z-BOY, all members of TOP, 
have been writing since the mid-90s, when 
the Prague graffiti scene first bloomed. After 
painting and partying together, they decided 
to form a crew in 2001. They are no longer as 
active today, but about once a week, they still 
paint their well-formed silver letters around 
Prague. 
What do you like about graffiti?

"We like to meet after a day of work, 
have a beer and just go. We like to have a 

On tOp Of prague
Anyone who's been to Prague knows the name TOP. The fittingly-named crew with 
its idiosyncratic style has been rocking the streets of Prague for more than ten 
years. Why? Because the "simply like to do better places and bigger and smarter 
letters than others".

plan. We like to drive a car around and do 
a fresh TOP. We like to rule. We like the 
things that can happen if we go to paint in 
a dark corner or on train tracks. In Prague 
these places are sometimes more dangerous 
to paint than the streets."
Why is that? 

"It's easier to tell who's who in the streets. 
On the tracks there are a lot of junkies and 
robbers looking for cables. You never know 
how they will react and in which way things 

TExT: tobias Barenthin Lindblad PHOTO: tOp crew

The end is where the wall ends or
where you can't reach higher
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In the StreetS Of

CARACAS
Caracas, the capital of Venezuela, lies at the coast of the Caribbean Sea, and 
features a young and hungry street graffiti scene. Here, writers have to deal 
with violent cops, slums, gated communities and being bought off by the state.   

TExT & PHOTO: tobias Barentin Lindblad

THE EvENING IS WARm and dark in Caracas. Burn, 
Lizer and Yunke from the graffiti crew GSC 
sit at a terrace table. We order tray after tray 
of cold Polar beer which goes down easy, and 
steaming hot arepas bread, the Venezuelan 
national dish served with cheese, ham, gua-
camole and other fixings. Our conversation 
mingles with the murmur of traffic and the 
beatbox sound of frogs calling in the night.  

GSC originally comes from the suburb 
San Antonio, a “Mecca for subcultures”. 

“You’ll see San Antonio,” says Yunke. 
“Burn will drive, he is el loco but never cras-
hes.” Burn and I go to the car while Yunke 
and X take the opportunity to write some 
tags. All while the cars stand still in the end-
less evening traffic queues. Can exhaust gas 
get anything less than murderous in a coun-
try where you can get two full tanks for an 
hour’s pay at minimum wage?

Burn drives onto the Francisco Fajardo 
motorway that goes right through central 
Caracas. He cruises through the lanes at high 
speed while in the back seat, Yunke rolls a 
joint that the crew shares with gusto while 
the car stereo blares out Black Sabbath th-
rough the open windows in the tropical 
night. It is a scene straight out some 1970s 
high school movie. 

The Venezuelan capital Caracas lies in 
a valley at a height of almost 1,000 metres, 
just by the Caribbean Sea. Between the city 
and the sea lies the mountain El Avila, which 
peaks over 2,000 metres. 

Statistics are not a Venezuelan speciality, 
so population counts ranging from five to se-
ven million. Nobody knows for sure. Caracas 
is a megalopolis, and seen from the moun-
tains, it beats most large European cities. 

At street level, controlled chaos reigns. 
The traffic sets the pace for everything else. 
Cars and motorcycles are everywhere. In rush 
hour, the city is literally jammed, and traffic 
is mainly still. Cars stop for red lights if a po-
liceman is directing traffic. Otherwise, traffic 
lights mainly serve as a suggestion to be care-
ful. Public transport mainly consists of buses, 
but there is a subway – the jewel of Caracas. 
People of all colours mix everywhere, there is 

Burner, Streak, giant tags on a 
Caracas backstreet.

Senk, Bain, Jako, throw-ups & Senk tag.
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MOSES & TAPSTAPS & MOSES

“THE IDEA BEHIND the book was to swap na-
mes and start in our own cities with the 
new name and developed in a typical graf-
fiti sense; connect the name with the new 
character and finally completely open up 
the link between names and persons be-
hind it.

We wanted play with the graffiti scene: 
allegedly the biggest goal in graffiti is to 

MOSeS and tapS ™

- IN thE darkNESS Of ILLEgaLItY
In the last decade, the names Moses and Taps have been written again 
and again on train cars worldwide. 1,000 of them are now collected in the 
book International Topsprayer, which provides countless examples of Mo-
ses and Taps as perhaps the smartest writers of the train scene today. 

get fame with your name, so what if two 
of the most famous writers start to super-
ficially waive their ‘fame’?

Unfortunately, the reaction inside the 
scene was not more creativity through fe-
wer rules but more gossip and jealousy or 
simply incomprehension.”

The year was 2006. Moses and Taps 
first met at a train station somewhere in 

the middle of Germany. The meeting be-
came the starting-point for a collaboration 
that resulted in countless train pieces and 
that has fascinated and confounded both 
the police and other graffiti writers.

“From that day on we joined forces to 
support each other in different projects. 
Not as a crew but as two individuals with 
an equal level of output and basically the 
same view on graffiti and life.”

This collaboration has taken them to 
unforeseen and often challenging out-
comes. For those who against all odds 
haven’t come across any of their pieces on 
the internet, a magazine or a train car in 

TExT: torkel Sjöstrand PHOTO: Moses & taps
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SWEDISH WALLSSWEDISH WALLS

afrofonk, torp, Maes, Zap

petter, roxes, dalarna

fCB, halmstad

nate, gothenburg

Cunt, entr, gävle pint, halmstad

Cones, Cones, dinay, Lund

MIC, gS, Västerås

Ludr, uppsala
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A GrAphic Account 
of the BrisBAne 
flood chAos

In January of 2011, the Australian city Brisbane lay under water. While a 
state of emergency was announced, and many were evacuated, the city’s 
writers took the opportunity to cover almost half of Brisbane’s rail fleet in 
graffiti.

BRISBANE, QUEENSLAND, AUSTRALIA.

On Tuesday 10th January 2011 Brisbane, 
Australia's third-largest city, amid rising 
river levels and heavy rains, braced itself 
for massive flooding. The iconic Brisbane 
River that runs through the heart of the 
city was expected to rise 5.5 metres above 
its normal level by Thursday and was set to 
deliver the biggest natural disaster the city 
had seen in over thirty five years. 

By 10:30 am local time the central 
business district had been evacuated and 
the power was cut. By midday the public 
transport network was in chaos, with bus 
routes and train lines being cut due to the 
onset of floodwaters. 

At 1:15 pm, Queensland Rail had issued 
notice to its drivers that Mayne train yard 
was going to be abandoned and trains 
moved to higher ground as the area was 
set to be engulfed by the surrounding 
waterways. By 5:45 pm Queensland Rail 
began laying up unprotected train sets in 
lines that would eventually span kilome-
tres from Milton to Indooroopilly in the 
west and from Albion to Eagle Junction 
in the north.

The Queensland Rail network consists 
of twelve key lines, eight stabling yards 
and a fleet of over 120 units. Yards are pro-
tected by a vast array of cameras, sensors, 
security and police. Each train in service 

carries a driver and a mid guard and pos-
sibly rail squad, transit police officers or 
security. Although these measures are not 
massive obstacles, they have been enough 
to keep graffiti on the network to a relative 
minimum.

As the river began to consume the 
suburbs, business and home owners all 
rallied to protect their properties and 
prepare for the impending disaster. In 
the midst of the chaos and devastation, 
graffiti writers of all calibres, commit-
ment and geographic origin scrambled 
to take advantage of the kilometres of 
rolling-stock sitting abandoned and un-
protected on suburban lines. Wholecars 
and end-to-end productions were to be 
easily realized. Over a period of 24 hours, 
there appeared literally kilometres of pie-
ces which at points stretched down the 
lines as far as the eye could see.

I was sitting in my home,
without power or water and a 
garage full of paint. Less than 
300 meters away trains were 
sitting on the tracks completely 
unprotected. I did what needed 
to be done and made the most of 
the situation. By the third day I 
was so exhausted from
painting that I almost couldn’t 
be bothered anymore.

- Neil Aksel

TExT AND PHOTO: eddsy
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